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The shame from Palmarito del Cauto is dressed by his handlers, prisoner, tortured by a board in
service of state security, which rushed against his sacrificed person.

 The world will be celebrated tomorrow the day of Freemasonry, the brothers of that fraternity do
it with joy and pride, I must clarify that I have no clue whatsoever regarding the inner life of
fraternities, but also that I have friends who are freemason and from them I have always
received support and solidarity. On top of that, in my darkest days, in Miami and Havana, I have
great gratitude because without being one of them, they have treated me as if I were in their
treatment.

 In Cuba, during these days of celebration, freemasons from the United States fraternize with
their Cuban peers, but the devil is in the details; a media sponsored by USAID attached to the
U.S. Department of State, publishes an article that reveals that the common offender become
dissident and financed, manipulated, and puppet of the radically anti-Cuban and pro-Trump
sectors, is a freemason, what a timely revelation around these days when the aforementioned
individual has been publicly unmasked for his criminal acts characteristic of the mafia camorra,
what’s hidden behind it?

You don't have to go through Georgetown University to see it, especially when your experience
attain with the years in these sort of matters. They have to wash away the face of José Daniel
Ferrer, present him as a pacifist, political prisoner, freedom fighter, man of God, good husband,
father, son, friend, patriot, a waste of virtues with which the shame from Palmarito del Cauto is
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dressed by his handlers, a prisoner, tortured by a board in service of the state security, which
rushed against his sacrificed person, following orders from Quiñones, all the shine so the
mercenary does not look like a bullying gang member of his subordinates, everything, even a
freemason.

I think right now of Marti’s and Maceo’s freemasonry, in the freemasonry of the brothers who
celebrate their day and I can’t, but wonder; will the mask machinery surprise us someday with a
request for sanctity in life for this impostor? Show some respect for a brotherhood that has been
and is full of the generosity and greatness of so many renowned people, because as that catchy
song of sucu sucu; The snakes have no cave, Felipe Blanco covered them.

 Taken from Edmundo García's Facebook  
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